Muscle Type and Gender Recognition Utilising High-Level Textural Representation in Musculoskeletal Ultrasonography.
Human assistive technology and computer-aided diagnosis is an emerging field in the area of medical imaging. Following the recent advances in this domain, a study for integrating machine learning techniques in musculoskeletal ultrasonography images was conducted. The goal of this attempt was to investigate how feature extraction techniques, that capture higher-level information, perform in identifying human characteristics. The potential success of these techniques could lead to significant improvement of the current assessment methods-as the gray-scale image analysis-for distinguishing healthy and pathologic conditions, that are heavily dependent on the image-acquisition system. The contribution of this work is threefold. First, a new privately held data set of 74 healthy patients was presented. This data set included musculoskeletal ultrasound images from four muscles of the human body, namely the biceps brachii, tibialis anterior, gastrocnemius medialis and rectus femoris, recorded in the transverse and longitudinal plane. Second, two classification tasks were performed, namely, gender and muscle-type recognition, to assess the performance of the proposed method for successfully identifying differences in the texture of the examined muscle sections. Third, a novel method used with great success in the computer vision domain was presented, allowing the extraction of a high-level feature representation, by encoding the distribution of locally invariant texture descriptors. On the muscle-type recognition our method achieved an 87.07% classification rate, and on the task of gender recognition it surpassed state-of-the-art textural representations, reported in the literature in almost all the examined muscle sections.